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Introduction
The Faculty Collaborative for Teaching Innovation, a team of faculty and staff from
information services, faculty development, assessment, and the Provost’s office, was
established in 2013 in support of faculty excellence and innovation in pedagogy,
professional development and collaboration. With the leadership team of Christine Bachen
(Director of Assessment), Nancy Cutler (Director of Media Services), Ron Danielson (Vice
Provost for Information Services), Eileen Elrod (Associate Vice Provost for Faculty
Development) and Diane Jonte-Pace (Senior Vice Provost for Academic Affairs) the
Collaborative has the explicit goal of working across academic and administrative areas in
developing innovative ways to support excellent teaching in the Jesuit tradition. This
group has taken a leadership role in a variety of projects in support of innovative methods
and technologies to support teaching and learning.
With support from the Hewlett Foundation and the President’s Office in 2012, the
Collaborative undertook three projects for 2012-13:
1. The design and construction of three pilot classrooms designed for robust wireless
access and collaborative, challenge-based learning.
2. Support for a pilot program for the incorporation of mobile devices and software into
the teaching and learning for LEAD scholars and LEAD-affiliated faculty teaching
in the CTW sequence and the LEAD seminars.
3. A faculty development program designed to promote excellence and innovation in
technology-enhanced teaching.
This report describes these multi-faceted projects and their outcomes. It concludes by
offering some key insights from this first pilot year and directions for the next year.
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The Flexible, Technology-Enhanced Classroom Pilot
During summer 2012 three classrooms, two in Graham and one in Varsi, were
reconfigured with:
Moveable
furniture
v Robust wireless
access
v Smart boards (in
Varsi)
v

In these newly designed classrooms furniture is easily moved into different configurations
for lectures, small group projects, seminar-style discussions, and technology-enhanced
teaching and learning.
We gathered feedback from faculty about their teaching experiences in the new classrooms
in formative and summative ways. Early, formative feedback proved useful in making
some changes (e.g., location of huddle boards or screens) to the classrooms that better
served the needs of the learning environment. After the end of Fall quarter, both faculty
and students were surveyed about their perceptions of teaching and learning in the new
classrooms and recommendations.
Student Perspectives
Survey results from 250 students enrolled in classes in pilot classrooms demonstrate that
students found that the characteristics of the classrooms contribute to a more active
learning environment, enhance communication, and provide a comfortable learning space.
Some highlights are summarized below:
Classrooms foster active and diverse forms of learning
(% of students who agree or strongly agree)

v 87% say their classroom “Facilitates multiple types of learning activities”
v 85% “Promotes discussion”
v 73% “Encourages my active participation”
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v 74% “Enriches my learning experience”
v 69% “Encourages me to create or generate new ideas, projects, or ways of
understanding”
Classrooms foster communication
v 75% “Helps me develop connections with my classmates”
v 73% “Helps me communicate effectively”
v 67% “Helps me develop connections with my instructors”
Classrooms offer a comfortable learning environment
v 80% “Offers a physically comfortable learning environment”
Responses given to open-ended questions affirm these trends. Asked to describe a
situation in which the room worked well, most students highlighted the benefits of the
room for group discussions.
•
•
•

“It was easy to have a discussion in a small group in this classroom.”
“Moving from lecture to small group discussions and then to full class discussions
was easy with the rolling chairs…”
“When we situated the room to a big circle, the class discussion seemed more
inclusive and I was able to pay more attention.”

“I think the classroom [Varsi
114] helped me academically
and was well-designed. I
enjoyed using the smart boards
for presentations, easy
visibility, and my teacher even
emailed the notes she made
with the smart board.”

Faculty Perspectives
23 faculty members teaching in the new classrooms completed a survey similar to that of
the students. Consistent with their students’ perspectives, faculty expressed positive
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perceptions about the value of the classroom for active and diverse forms of learning,
communication, and comfort in the learning environment.
Faculty commented on the advantages of the classroom design for collaborative work and
presentations:
•
•

“Flexible chairs and tables facilitated multiple small group projects and
presentations.”
“Students worked in small groups to interpret output from statistical software and
then write up the results & sketch a graph on the huddle boards; then present to the
class.”

Another faculty member observed:
“I like the flexibility of the tables and chairs. It was easy to shift them around
depending on our needs. I also liked the various screens so that students could sit in
small groups and see the screens from various locations. I also really liked that the
technology was readily available and easy to use.’
A small number of faculty and students found the features of the classroom limiting (e.g.,
the moveable chairs made it more difficult to keep the room organized; writing surfaces
were too small), but most found that the classroom environment facilitated active, engaged
teaching, and nearly all indicated they would like to teach in such a classroom again. In
the words of one faculty member, “It's the best [classroom]I've taught in here -- very
comfortable, perfect for interaction between and with students.”
In all, faculty and students report positive experiences in the new classrooms. In addition,
an analysis of the fall end-of-term course evaluations offers further support for the impact
of these more active pedagogies that engage students and enhance their learning.
Controlling for both the course and the instructor, a comparison of students enrolled in
courses in these pilot classrooms with those enrolled in more traditional classrooms found
higher levels of critical and independent thinking reported by students in the
“collaborative classrooms.”
Additional Classroom Initiatives
The interest and positive feedback from students and faculty for more flexible learning
spaces that promote active and collaborative learning helped inform and motivate two
additional initiatives designed to promote a more inclusive planning process for future
classroom/learning space designs.
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1. The Provost formed an Advisory Committee on Learning Spaces to ensure that SCU
has broad faculty input on the kinds of classroom spaces that facilitate critical
teaching and learning goals.
2 . Shirley Dugdale, a nationally-recognized learning space consultant, was engaged to
lead faculty and staff through a needs assessment for classroom design, taking into
consideration disciplinary differences and differences across schools. This resulted
in a set of recommendations for the next three pilot classrooms, in addition to
guiding larger-scale future planning.

The Mobile Technology LEAD Scholars Pilot
SCU’s LEAD program (Leadership Excellence and Academic Development) for firstgeneration students (whose parents did not attend college) emphasizes academics,
community engagement, and service. Faculty teaching LEAD Scholars in first-year
courses such as the LEAD seminar (focused on academic success) and the CTW (Critical
Thinking and Writing) sequence volunteered to participate in a pilot project in which the
use of mobile technology would be intentionally incorporated into the LEAD courses. Six
affiliated faculty received iPads a few weeks before the beginning of the LEAD session
(one week before the regular start of fall quarter). Students received their iPads at the
beginning of the LEAD session in order to become familiar with the technology and
educational applications the faculty selected. Instructional Technology Specialists from
Media Services provided some basic training in the use of the iPads.
Since the LEAD courses are sequenced over two quarters and the faculty were, for the
most part, new to the experience of teaching with mobile technology, they were
encouraged to incorporate the iPads at their own pace. One of the Faculty Associates in
the Collaborative, Sharon Merritt, was also a LEAD faculty member. She facilitated
meetings of the LEAD faculty throughout the year to share teaching strategies and
discuss assignments and class activities that used the iPads.
The first year of this pilot was intended as an exploration of the challenges, benefits, and
learning process involved for both faculty and students as they integrate mobile
technology into their teaching and learning. In order to understand how the iPads were
being used, we surveyed the LEAD scholars three times. First, we administered an online
baseline survey of students’ prior educational technology use in September prior to
receiving the iPads. In late November, students completed a second online survey that
focused on their use of the iPads in their courses and outside of class. Finally, in late
February, we repeated many of the survey questions asked in the baseline survey and
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followed up again on students’ use of the iPads. In addition, a small number of students
from the LEAD seminar were interviewed during Spring quarter. We also surveyed the
faculty in November and conducted individual interviews with faculty during the latter
part of Winter quarter. This report focuses on the findings related to the use of the iPads
by students and faculty.
Students’ use of the iPads
When the LEAD students entered Santa Clara, they were already quite digitally
connected and using basic educational technology to meet their educational goals. Nearly
all had regular access to computers (92 percent) and phones with Internet browsing
capabilities (73 percent). Only about 14 percent, however, had previous access to iPads.
A resource for developing critical information processing and learning skills.
College students are called to engage with information more critically than when they
were in high school. With the iPads, LEAD students had access to a set of note taking and
annotation tools that helped them develop critical information processing and learning
skills. On a six-point scale ranging from “extremely helpful” to “extremely unhelpful,”
students rated the value of the iPad for their learning. The following chart shows the
evolution of use over the Fall and Winter quarters. Several points are worth noting:
• Even after just one quarter, students acknowledged the benefits of the iPads in
their learning (on most learning activities queried, more than half and as many as
80 percent of the students found the iPads “extremely” or “very helpful”).
• Students develop some of these skills over time and as they do, the value they
ascribe to the activity increases.
• The iPad is particularly useful in support of note taking and hand out review,
annotation, and conducting in-class research.
Value of the iPads for

After one quarter

After two quarters

Very Helpful

Extremely
Helpful

Very Helpful

Extremely
Helpful

Annotating texts

25

38

20

71

Note taking

39

33

23

52

Taking photos of notes on board

35

43

22

55

Reviewing handouts

46

15

26

46

Brainstorming activities

23

13

23

22

Collaborative Writing

33

19

29

25

In-class research

45

41

34

52

Individual Writing

14

14

23

26
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Communication
Notably, the iPads allowed for easy access to email. The percent of students rating this as
“extremely helpful” also increases in the second quarter of use.
Value of the iPads for

Email

After one quarter

After two quarters

Very Helpful

Extremely
Helpful

Very Helpful

Extremely
Helpful

27

60

20

71

A vehicle for pursing personal and vocational development
In the LEAD seminar, students were introduced to various applications for helping them
with planning (e.g., a calendar), exploring vocation, and tracking vocational interests.
While this use of the iPad was not as universal across the two quarters, about half the
students rated found the applications personally helpful and similar to the pattern above,
the value ascribed to their use increased over the course of two quarters.
Value of the iPads for

After one quarter
Very Helpful

Extremely
Helpful

After two quarters
Very Helpful

Extremely
Helpful

Managing time (e.g., calendar due
dates)

33

18

27

27

Tracking health and nutrition

34

19

20

29

IStart Strong Assessment
(assesses interests, preferences,
and personal styles)

24

26

26

36

In their own words
We were interested in hearing
directly from students about their
experiences with the iPads. We
included several open-ended
questions in the survey about ways
in which iPads were useful in their
LEAD classes and in other classes,
and any recommendations to
improve the way they were
integrated into their classes.
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Value of iPads in LEAD classes
Students’ responses about the value of the iPads in their LEAD classes reinforce and
extend the results reported above, making clear that the iPads are being used in a
versatile manner and are a tool for independent learning and collaborative learning.
v “I liked taking notes and using it to collaborate with my classmates.” (Fall)
v “…We can add photos, type, and write in our notes and share and send it so
easily…” (Fall)
v “Being able to use iPads to bring relevant information to discussion.” (Fall)
v “Reviewing articles or other works of writing, as well as being able to edit and
comment on all of them with the iPad.” (Fall)
v “The iPad was extremely useful in reading and viewing texts, Googling, annotating,
and taking pictures and videos.” (Fall)
v “The calendar apps were probably the most engaging because they helped me see
how I was using my time.” (Fall)
v The note taking app Notability [is useful] because it lets me annotate essays and
write up ideas. Also the mobility of the iPad in general is very useful, can take it
anywhere for information on the go.” (Winter)
v “Being able to project our notes onto the boards for other students to see and
correct. Being able to take notes and insert pictures of the board or slides so easily.
Being able to send the notes or essays that need to be peer reviewed. Being able to
follow along with the professor on the iPad and being able to access the same site.
Being able to do research in class and work on collaborative work.” (Winter)
Value of iPads beyond LEAD classes
The responses to another question reveal that students made use of the iPads to facilitate
organizing their time and for their learning in classes beyond CTW and their LEAD
seminar. A number of the students emphasized the portability and multiple functions of
the iPad, and even the value of the iPad in support of sustainability. Typical comments
include:
v “…It’s a lot more portable than my laptop so I use it everywhere.” (Fall)
v “The Calendar app really helped inside and outside of class by keeping me on track
with what I had to do. It helped me prioritize.” (Fall)
v “I found the iPad quite useful for my Chinese class, as I use its drawing function to
practice writing Chinese characters…” (Fall)
v “The instant email access. Also the calendar and photo and video features helped in
my other classes for note-taking.” (Winter)
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v “I used the Evernote app to create notebooks for each class and since I don’t have a
computer, the keyboard was essential for my writing assignments in each class. For
classes like math, I used Evernote to keep track of all my HW assignments by
taking pictures of them in the app.” (Winter)
v I used my iPad to take notes in Physics to save paper. It works quite well in that I
can customize my notes without having to use colored pencils/pens and just switch
colors in Notability. (Winter)
Student Recommendations for iPad use
Most students expressed satisfaction with the way the iPads were used in their LEAD
courses, especially after keyboards were purchased for students at the end of Fall quarter
enabling them to take notes and write more easily. A few asked for more opportunities to
use them and to use them in new ways. One noted, “I’d like to see the iPad being more
integrated into the class. I’d like it if the students were taught the full capabilities of iPad
so that we can maximize its use in and outside of the classroom.” Another student
recommended more limits around the iPad’s use: “It would be better “not [to] have it out
all the time. Have the professor notify us which days we will use it.”
A number of students directly asserted that the iPads sometimes are a distraction. To
better understand just how distracting students found the iPad, in the Winter quarter
survey we asked students to agree or disagree on a six-point scale with the statement,
“The iPad is often a distraction in class.” Twenty-four percent agreed “a little” with this
statement and 19 percent “somewhat agreed, and 3 percent “strongly agreed.” As with
any technology, especially one with Internet capabilities, students can be tempted to stray
away from the focus of the class, and the LEAD students are not immune to this. This is
an issue that all faculty across campus face, whether it is with iPads, laptops, or cell
phones.
The iPads from a faculty perspective
As noted earlier, six faculty were engaged in the iPad pilot, teaching either CTW or the
LEAD seminar. Their own experiences using technology in teaching were quite varied, and
none had previously used an iPad in their teaching. The pilot project was initiated very
close to the beginning of Fall quarter which meant faculty had to learn and experiment
“on the ground.”
For the most part, the faculty’s sense of how the iPads had engaged students echoed the
students’ observations. One faculty member noted, “I think it was particularly useful for
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the iStart Strong Inventory. Students were able to easily access the many links to their
results and thus go deeper in their research on interests and potential careers….”
Another saw the iPad particularly helpful for peer review: “… from my observations,
students seem to read and comment much more than if they read a hard copy of an essay.
That sounds bizarre, but being able to make notes in the margins using one of the apps
‘makes it kind of fun,’ to quote a student. [In addition] [R]esearching an idea or a question
in the middle of a discussion, which leads to discussions about evaluating sources.” This
last comment underscores the multiple learning opportunities afforded by the iPad—in
this case, an “on the spot” lesson about critically assessing sources.
Using the iPad to connect in class with the Learning Management System offered more
opportunities for communication and collaboration, according to several faculty. One
appreciated that iPads afforded students a level technological playing field: “[I] liked that
all students had the iPad, there was never a question of what they could/couldn’t do in
class because everyone had the same equipment. In other classes, students had devices—
either phones or laptops but maybe not all of them and devices could be more limited.”
The faculty were aware of their own development in understanding how the iPads could
best serve student learning and some were more satisfied with the benefits for student
learning than others. One commented, “I'd like more time to think about how I am using
them, and for what, what they add that I couldn't get some other way.” Moving forward,
LEAD faculty and members of the Collaborative will continue to explore opportunities for
additional faculty development for LEAD faculty to support their teaching with iPads
Conclusion
Through the experiences in their courses, learning from one another, and through their
own initiative, students have integrated the use of many of the learning technologies
afforded by the iPad into their LEAD classes, other courses, and in pursuit of other
personal and educational goals. Their comments and survey responses demonstrate that
many find helpful the set of note taking and annotation tools, the integrated platform
including audio and visual recording devices, and access to other resources and
communication with faculty and peers through the iPad’s Internet access. Their uses of
the iPad reflect attention to important foundational skills that will support critical
thinking, collaborative learning, integration of knowledge, and exploration. Both students
and faculty engaged in significant experimentation in using the iPads to realize essential
course goals. They learned from their experiences and made modifications across the two
quarters. While not all faculty used the iPads in the same way, nor equally extensively,
students from all sections of CTW reported positive learning experiences.
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Faculty Development: Enhancing Teaching with
Technology
	
  

During 2012-13, the Collaborative developed three initiatives to support and promote
faculty development in teaching with technology, including the Faculty Associates
Program, Varsi CAFÉ, and a significant revision to the Faculty Summer Technology
workshop.

The Faculty Associates Program
Four faculty associates joined the Collaborative to help develop and support faculty
development in excellence and innovation in teaching, working together with co-directors
Eileen Elrod, Associate Vice Provost for Faculty Development, and Christine Bachen,
Director of Assessment. In addition, each associate identified an area of technologyenhanced teaching in which to engage other faculty in dialogue and exploration. Their
contributions and programs are summarized below.
Sharon Merritt, Lecturer in the English Department, focused on electronic portfolios and
mobile technology.	
   In particular, she coordinated a group of faculty (CTW instructors and
LEAD Seminar instructors) and Instructional Technology Resource Specialists of Media
Services and librarians from the University Library to explore the use of mobile and other
classroom technologies in fall and winter courses. Faculty considered how the iPads
affected pedagogical practices as well as student learning and shared teaching strategies.
In addition, Sharon supported new faculty, specifically those hired in non-tenure-stream
appointments, as a New Faculty Coordinator.
Noel Radley, Academic Year Adjunct Lecturer in the English Department, emphasized
blogs and other emerging methods of scholarly communication. She convened a group of
six faculty and two staff members to explore how the Santa Clara community currently
engages with public audiences through wikis, websites, podcasts, blogs and micro-blogs,
and open repositories. The group pondered how these emerging methods of scholarly
collaboration and technology integration can reflect the strategic mission of Santa Clara
as a Jesuit institution and as a presence in the Silicon Valley. Noel also generated new
electronic content for the Collaborative’s emerging website, and led other faculty in new
practices with electronic portfolios.
Nicholas Tran, Associate Professor in the Mathematics and Computer Science
Department, undertook a project on portable electronic content development for
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Engineering and Computer Science education. With other instructors of Introduction to
Computer Science, as well as Susan Boyd (Library) and Mike Ballen (Media Services),
they have considered the concepts most difficult for students to grasp and have developed
electronic content for tablet computers. Their original, collaboratively designed application
facilitates student learning by taking advantage of the tablet’s ability to display and
demonstrate concepts and processes in a dynamic format (compared to the static format
found in a printed book). The content, for both Apple and Android systems, will serve as
modules in introductory courses starting in fall 2013. They also plan to incorporate an
assessment function into the application to test students and to give them feedback about
their level of mastery of each concept. Along with Chris Bachen and Eileen Elrod, Nicholas
attended the Teaching Professor, a national conference on effective teaching practices in
higher education.
Tim Urdan, Professor in the Psychology Department and Liberal Studies Program,
organized a group with dozens of participants--all of whom have some interest in online,
hybrid or “flipped classroom” instruction. Some members are interested in reconfiguring
entire courses, and others in “converting a single unit or lesson.” Through regular
meetings as well as the use of Camino (SCU’s learning management system), members
shared their experiences and ideas as well as resources concerning how such technology
works. They have been amassing a wealth of information about hybrid and online
teaching, about specific technologies, and about practical implementation. In 2013-2014, a
smaller, more intensive working group will develop modules that can be delivered online
or as part of a flipped or hybrid course. As part of his research on online pedagogy, Tim
attended a SLOAN-C conference on online teaching. And, like Sharon, Tim contributed to
other faculty development projects, serving as a New Faculty Coordinator focused on
tenure-stream colleagues, helping to facilitate the New Faculty Spring retreat, and
becoming part of a teaching consultant team that offers developmental observation,
student interviews and assessment of teaching to interested SCU faculty.

The Varsi CAFE3 (Collaborative to Advance Faculty Exploration,
Experimentation, and Excellence)
The Collaborative for Teaching Innovation and the Faculty Development Program hosted
a lunchtime workshop series focused on faculty experimentation with new technologies
and new forms of active and collaborative learning. Each	
   session—developed, promoted
and hosted by the Collaborative team—involved one or more faculty members sharing
their experiences in supporting student learning in innovative ways. Held in Varsi 114,
one of the new classrooms, participants were able to experience the affordances of the new
teaching spaces that enable more active and collaborative forms of teaching. The Varsi
CAFE3 was inaugurated in Winter quarter and by mid-Spring quarter, had standing room
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only. During Spring quarter, follow-up workshops offered by the Instructional Technology
Resource Specialists provided hands-on learning on various learning technologies
introduced in the Varsi CAFE3.
Session Topics included the following.
• January 16th, Motivating Learners and Improving Student Performance
• January 23rd, Beyond Gmail (or, How's Going Google Going?)
• January 25th, Appy hour! Nearpod
• February 1st, Appy hour! Annotation Apps
• February 6th (Weds), Using Portfolios
• February 20th, Student Response Systems
• March 8th, Appy hour! Research on the Go: Mobile Apps for the Busy Scholar
• April 8, Metacognition (huh?) and Reflective Learning
• April 15, Flipping Your Class
• April 17, Electronic Content Development and Mobile Learning
• Week of April 22, Creating Online Content: Hands-on workshops
• April 22, Reimagining Student Assignments
• April 29, Getting Your Word Out: Reaching beyond the Academy with New Media
• Week of May 6, Blogging and Tweeting: Hands-on workshops
	
  

The Summer Technology Seminars and Workshops
For the past twelve years, the Faculty Technology Workshop was a one-week or two-week
long session that accommodated up to 12 faculty members annually. Inspired by
conversations with Collaborative members, the interest and response to the Varsi CAFEs,
and the results from a survey administered to past participants in the Faculty Technology
Workshop, the Collaborative designed and implemented a substantially different model for
2013. This included a two-day seminar (intended to be offered twice) focused on the key
concept of backward design in course development and strategies for active learning,
engagement, collaboration, and assessment, and demonstrated the roles technology can
play in enhancing learning. The seminars were lead by two faculty within the
Collaborative (Eileen Elrod, Co-Director and Stephen Carroll, a new faculty associate),
and was supported by Nancy Cutler and the Instructional Technology Resource Specialists
(ITRS). In addition to the Seminar, Hands-On Workshops on various learning technologies
were offered throughout the summer by the ITRS.
The demand was so great for the initial two-day seminars that a third section was added.
The workshops, scheduled throughout the summer, also have been quite well attended.
This summer, through either the seminars or the workshops, approximately 100
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individual faculty will participate in these learning opportunities in support of innovative
teaching and enhancing teaching with technology (and many faculty signed up for more
than one seminar or workshop). Faculty feedback on these programs has been very
positive. Some illustrative comments from the three two-day seminars regarding learning
gains and overall experiences in the summary include:
v “This was a great workshop. Excellent integration of tech. & learning theory.”
v “The opportunity to share ideas and be inspired to try new things. Lots of new ideas
to try & tools to achieve them.”
v “I expected more on tech and less on teaching. The emphasis on teaching, esp.
working on my classes, was very helpful. A balanced workshop.”
v “Practical application of the concepts; ability to discuss complexities w/ colleagues;
introduction to new ideas/concepts.”

CADE (Competency Assessment in Distributed Education)
CADE is an approach to preparing faculty to teach online, developed through JesuitNet
and used by variety of Jesuit institutions. The University contracted with JesuitNet’s
CADE program to assist with a significant curriculum redesign project to support targeted
groups of faculty in developing online degree programs and online summer session
courses.

Each faculty member works with an
instructional designer to map out (or remap) and construct one course. CADE uses
a “backward design” model, where the
instructor first considers the desired or
resultant competencies and works back
from that point. Integrated into the process
of re-design is reflection on vocation of the
teacher. The result is a highly interactive
online course, one that provokes reflection
on learning by the student. The on-line
threaded discussion component can also be
integrated into traditional, face-to-face
courses.

	
  
	
  

Screenshot from CADE faculty participant
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Twenty faculty members completed the CADE training in 2012-13. (SCU requires that
faculty complete University-sponsored preparation prior to teaching online.) They
included faculty in the Graduate Program in Pastoral Ministries who developed curricula
for the online/hybrid MA degree for deacons and Hispanic lay ministers that will
complement the on-campus MA program.
Survey and focus group interviews with CADE participants show enthusiasm for the
backward design approach to course development, the mindful integration of Ignatian
values into course pedagogy, and the ongoing support and mentoring offered in the
program. However, many suggestions were made to improve the learning experience for
participants—feedback that has been shared with the facilitators for 2013-14. Notably,
faculty seek more local sources of examples, support and expertise, more flexibility in the
course development model, and more guidance on the selection and application of
technology.
Conclusion
Collectively, the faculty development efforts related to technology-enhanced teaching have
been enthusiastically received. With a focus on pedagogy that supports engaged and active
teaching and learning, each effort has explored how technology applications can further
our efforts toward innovative and excellent teaching. Through assessment we have
continued to learn how we can improve our programming and we have used the
assessment results to retool and make changes along the way. In addition, these
assessments will guide future planning of our most intensive programs, particularly the
Summer Technology Seminars/Workshops and the CADE program. The Faculty
Associates Program will include six Associates in 2013-14 with associates representing the
schools of Arts and Sciences, Business, Engineering, and Education and Counseling
Psychology.

Conclusion and Directions for 2013-14
In this first pilot year, the Collaborative model that involved faculty and staff working
together on meaningful projects central to the University’s fundamental mission of
educating students in support of the goals of a Jesuit education proved extremely
valuable. The partnership of colleagues from the Provost’s Office, Faculty Development,
Assessment, Information Services and teaching faculty fostered informed, innovative
thinking and provided support for all the initiatives undertaken.
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As we explored how technology can enhance teaching and learning, we offer the following
conclusions from this year’s initiatives in classroom design, mobile technology in support
of learning, and faculty development:
1. Faculty are eager to engage in ongoing innovation and improvement of their
pedagogical practices. Having a clear understanding of one’s learning goals and
outcomes is essential; with this clear foundation, the technology tools that provide
meaningful ways to achieve them can be explored and integrated.
2. Students recognize the value of technology tools in pursuit of their educational goals
and in the development of learning communities. Their use is shaped by the ways in
which they learn about the technology’s affordances by faculty and peers, in
addition to their own explorations.
3. Both faculty and students value an active learning environment in which faculty
and students interact with one another easily and collaboratively. Sometimes this
requires nothing more than moveable chairs and tables. However, technology that
enables the collaboration on and sharing out of the work products is also an asset.
4. Formative and summative assessment of changes we make to the learning
environment through physical changes such as new classroom spaces, fundamental
changes in course design, or technology enhanced teaching helps faculty better
understand what’s essential for effective teaching and learning and helps the
university plan appropriately for the future. In addition, Santa Clara University
can contribute to the larger national conversation on the scholarship of teaching
and learning through its research inquiries.
5. Collaborative planning and program design (working across traditional units)
results in effective and appealing faculty programs that address faculty needs and
interests and draw on expertise and experience of staff and faculty in particularly
useful ways.
In 2013-14, we will continue and extend our efforts to enhance our learning environments
and the ways in which we teach and learn through the classroom redesign project, the
LEAD scholars iPad project, and the faculty development efforts around enhancing
teaching with technology. Several new pilots will examine the impact of blended learning,
collaborative classrooms, and mobile technologies. We will prioritize understanding how
the changes we make with our classroom designs and use of educational technologies
affects the quality of student learning, both in the short term (e.g., after a single class) and
the long term, with particular concern to program level learning and learning that fosters
social justice goals.

